
ICT Trends Project 
Identifying key ICT indicators for South 

Africa and Publishing an ICT Sector Report



Goal 
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• Goal:
• To be the authoritative source of ICT sector statistics and data.

• Current obligations for data collection
• ITU obligations
• SA Connect obligations
• Parliamentary expectations

• Who benefits:
• Investors
• End-users
• Government
• Academia



Current situation

 Inaccurate submissions

• Inaccurate submissions
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Fixed-
telephone 
subscriptions 

Fixed-
broadband 
subscriptions 

% ADSL to 
voice

Mobile
Cellular 
subscription

Active-
Mobile 
subscription

% to 
Data 
voice

Used
Internation
al Internet 
Bandwidth
(traffic) in 
Mbit/s

Lit 
/equipped 
Internation
al Internet 
Bandwidth
(traffic) in 
Mbit/s

Total 4 302 606 1 706 313 40% 79 540 202 24 815 991 31% 3 893 831 32 050



Impact of the situation

• Is this the real picture?
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Our approach
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Collection system

• Online

• User-friendly

• Data protection

• User access controls
• Externally

• Internally
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Specifying the Indicators

• ICASA has contracted BMI-T to
• Support development of indicators

• Validate data submissions

• Compile first Sector Report
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The BMI-T Team

Name Company Location Project Responsibility 

Denis Smit

BMI-T

RSA Project Director

In attendance

Brian Neilson RSA Research Director

Tertia Smit
RSA

Project Manager and Stakeholder management

Tim Parle RSA Telecoms Specialist

Kerron Edmunson Incyte
RSA

Legal and Regulatory Expertise

Michael Minges ICTdata.org USA International ICT Indicators and Statistics Advisor



The BMI-T team

 BMI-T has been in business for 25 years and has successfully completed over 2500 projects - a feat
unequalled in the SA ICT Research, Policy and Consulting advisory industry.

 BMI-T has extensive ICT related research and advisory experience and has a track record of successful
completion of a number of policy and research projects for ICASA and other government departments.

 BMI-T has been at the forefront of quantitative ICT trends research and indicator tracking for the ICT
industry and for government. Our annual research reports are considered the ‘gold standard’ reference
sources to the industry.

 Michael Minges of ictDATA.org is the former Head of Statistics for the ITU has extensive experience in
the design and development of ICT sector reports and has completed numerous ICT sector review
assignments for a variety of countries and regulators internationally.

 Kerron Edmunson from Incyte has extensive and practical experience in the regulatory processes (and
applicable regulations) associated with licensees obligations and frameworks to supply important
information required by the regulator, as well as international benchmarking of indicators.



Project scope and activities

August - October 

• Identify relevant ICT sector indicators to 
be collected

• Review existing national and 
international definitions and or develop 
new definitions for these indicators for 
implementation in South Africa 

• Review information from licensees as a 
bases for determining overall sector 
performance and industry trends

• Engage  with other identified 
stakeholders who are sources of 
information.

November – March 
• Identify various statistical tests ICASA may 

conduct to identify the impact various 
economic factors and ICT indicators may 
have on each other. 

• Determine the frequency of collection of 
suites of information

• Send out questionnaire in November 2015

• Collect and validate the data in February 
2016

• Develop and produce the first report in 
March 2016 on the state of ICT in SA.



Stakeholder groups 

Potential Information Providers Potential Information Users

National statistics office Yes

ICT Ministry / Regulator Yes Yes

Operators Yes Yes

Government ministries Yes Yes

Stock Exchange Yes Yes

International agencies Yes Yes

Regional ICT agencies Yes Yes

ICT sector Yes Yes

Potential investors Yes

Media/Journalists Yes

Policy makers Yes

Research community/Academia Yes



Review of ICT reporting
in peer countries

SADC

• Angola

• Botswana

• DR Congo

• Lesotho

• Madagascar

• Tanzania

• Zambia

• Zimbabwe

ITU

Other International

• Kenya

• Malaysia

• Peru

• Turkey

• Mauritius

• Egypt

• UK

Country Regulator Country Regulator 

 
Angola   

Mozambique  

Botswana 
  

Namibia 
 

 
DR Congo  

 
Seychelles 

No 
regulator 

 
Lesotho  

 
Swaziland  

Madagascar  
Tanzania  

Malawi  Zambia  

Mauritius  Zimbabwe 
 

 



Peers - upper middle 
income economies

GDP per 
capita (US$)

Land area 
(sq. km)

Population 
(millions)

Malaysia $10,830 328,550 30

Peru $6,594 1,280,000 31

South Africa $6,478 1,213,090 54

Turkey $10,543 769,630 76
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60% of peer countries 
report at least quarterly

Peer country Frequency (A=Annual, SA=Semi-Annual, Q=Quarterly, M=Monthly)

A SA Q M TOTAL
SADC 5 3 1 9

Angola ✔
Botswana ✔
DR Congo ✔
Lesotho ✔
Madagascar ✔
Mauritius ✔
Tanzania ✔
Zambia ✔
Zimbabwe ✔

International 2 1 3
Malaysia ✔
Peru ✔
Turkey ✔

South African operators 1 2 3
Telkom ✔
MTN ✔
Vodacom ✔

TOTAL 5 1 7 2 15
33% 7% 47% 13% 100%



Partnership on Measuring ICT

• The Partnership on Measuring ICT for Development is a collection of international 
agencies with an interest in ICT indicators. 

• They have compiled various lists of so-called "core" indicators across different 
categories. 

• These indicators will be of relevance to the ministry/regulator responsible for ICT in the 
country since the availability of telecommunications networks is crucial for consumers. 

• Further, some of indicators complement the regulators’ own statistical collection. 

• This is particularly important for putting the supply side ICT indicators into context and 
gauging impacts. 

• Since these are agreed upon core indicators they make benchmarking across countries 
easier i.e. to compare South Africa to other countries for these indicators at least

As at November 2013, some of the major members of the Partnership are: 

• ITU, OECD, UNCTAD, the United Nations the World Bank.



International ICT 
sector reports

Informs the outline of SA ICT trends report and what indicators are analytically relevant

Ofcom                          Turkey                          Malaysia 

• The Communications Market Report) compiled by  Ofcom is 400 plus pages , includes primary research 

and the report covers broadcasting, telecommunications, Internet and posts drawing on extensive 

administrative and demand side data. (but they have been doing this and improving on it for years)

• Turkey's quarterly statistical reports include several pages of commentary. 

• Malaysia provides detailed commentary on its sector in an annual report. 



Recommended SA indicator guidelines

Based on analysis of statistics collected by the various ICT regulators, the Partnership 
core ICT indicators and the draft analytical review of how the indicators might be used, 
the indicators shown in the table below are recommended to be collected by ICASA as 
an initial exercise. 

The following methodology was adopted for selection:

1) included if half the SADC regulators compiling data used the indicator

2) included if two of the three income peer regulators used the indicator

3) included if  ICASA StatsSA or SA operator's publish the data

4) included if a core indicator

5) included if omission would detract from analytical completeness; this mainly arises in 
cases of "families" of indicators such as traffic or revenue data 



SA data sources

• Licensee reporting to ICASA

• Operating reports of SA operators

• Broadcasters and SAPO

• StatsSA:
• Household Income/Expenditure survey 
• General Household survey
• Labour survey
• GDP data 
• ICT satellite account

• Other stakeholders who collect data

(focus mostly on facilities-based operators and most of the other value-
added licensees lease infrastructure from these main companies)



Proposed SA ICT 
sector report outline

• Electronic Communications Industry

• Access

• Usage

• Traffic

• Infrastructure

• Pricing

1. Communications

2. Broadcasting 

3. Postal

South Africa standing in international ICT indexes- NRI, ITU & UN
Benchmarks core indicators to SADC and income peers



Proposed SA indicators

1. Economic performance Describes the financial performance of the sector

1.1 Industry structure Outlines market structure & number of licenses · Number of licenses by segment

1.2 Stock market
Outlines publicly listed operators (and or telecom market 
index) performance in stock market

· Telecom stock index from JSE

1.3 Industry revenue Development in revenue

· Telecommunication revenue
· Fixed revenue
· Fixed voice revenue
· Fixed Internet revenue
· Mobile revenue
· Mobile voice revenue
· Mobile data revenue
· Mobile messaging revenue
· Interconnection revenues

1.4 Industry value added Discuss growth and contribution to economy
· Communication value-added in current 
and constant prices (SSA)

1.5 Investment
Discuss investment trends, reasons (e.g., LTE networks, 
etc.) & ratios (to revenue and overall RSA Gross Fixed 
Capital Formation)

· Telecommunication investment (ICASA)

1.6 Employment
Discuss employment in the sector & derive productivity 
(revenue / employment)

· Telecom employment (ICASA) or ICT 
employment Stats SA labour stats



Proposed SA indicators

2. Access
Highlights subscription and take-up of services

2.1 Fixed Developments in access to fixed voice
· Fixed line subscriptions (ICASA)
· Households with fixed line (SSA)

2.2 Mobile Developments in access to mobile voice

· Mobile cellular subscriptions
· Prepaid mobile subscriptions
· Households with mobile phone
· Individuals using mobile phone

2.3 Internet Developments in access to Internet

· Fixed broadband subscriptions
· ADSL subscriptions
· Mobile broadband subscriptions
· Mobile data users
· Households with Internet
· Individuals using Internet
· Average download speeds

2.4 Broadcasting 
Developments in access to TV · Households with a TV

· Pay TV subscriptions

2.5 Postal Developments in access to postal services
· Households with a Post Box

· Households with mail delivery



3. Usage Highlights usage of ICT networks in terms of traffic

3.1 Voice
Developments in fixed line voice traffic-can derive 
MoU

· Fixed line traffic (ICASA)

3.2 Messaging
Developments in mobile messaging traffic-can derive 
SMS/user

· SMS traffic (ICASA)

3.3 Data Developments in data traffic-can derive MB/user · Mobile data traffic (ICASA)

4. Infrastructure
Highlights growth in coverage and capacity of 
backbone networks

· 3G population coverage
· 4G population coverage
· Fiber in transmission networks (km)

• Number of base stations by protocol
· International Internet bandwidth (Mbps)

5. Pricing Highlights price trends using ITU price baskets
· Mobile, fixed broadband and mobile

broadband tariffs
· Household consumption expenditure

6. Benchmarks
Reviews South Africa's performance in ICT indexes 
and benchmarks core indicators to SADC and income 
peers

· Indexes from NRI, ITU & UN

· Core indicators from peer regulators

Proposed SA indicators



National Broadband 
Policy Targets

Target
Penetration 

measure
Baseline (2013) By 2016 By 2020 By 2030

Broadband access 
in Mbps user 
experience

 % of population
 33.7% Internet 

access*
 50% at 5Mbps

 90% at 5Mbps
 50% at 100Mbps

 100% at 10Mbps
 80% at 100Mbps

Schools  % of schools  25% connected  50% at 10Mbps
 100% at 10Mbps
 80% at 100Mbps

 100% at 1Gbps

Health facilities
 % of health 

services
 13% connected  50% at 10Mbps

 100% at 10Mbps
 80% at 100Mbps

 100% at 1Gbps

Government 
facilities

 % of government 
offices

 –  50% at 5Mbps  100% at 10Mbps
 100% at 

100Mbps



Entities to connect

KZN EC LIM GT WC MP FS NC

SASSA 76 61 63 39 21 32 23 53

Lower Courts 99 106 73 51 80 59 78 60

Police Stations 186 195 97 143 150 86 110 91

Post Offices 247 211 151 363 192 95 129 64

Health facilities 687 835 487 422 451 294 254 219

Schools 5989 5612 3914 2669 1651 1828 1395 577
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Other than the 15.6 million households, there are about 33000 entities to connect,   of which 75% are 
schools, 12% health facilities,  5% post offices, 3% police stations  and the remaining 5% are other 

government facilities. 
Speeds required however vary greatly between these different organisations .



Measuring National 
Broadband Policy Progress

• ICASA would like to include indicators to measure progress with 
achieving the National Broadband Policy targets 

• Agreement needs to be reached between different stakeholders as to 
which entitles are going to collect data for which sectors. E.g. DBE for 
schools and DOH for health facilities  and DPSA for other government 
entities, and StatsSA for households

• Budgets need to be allocated to collecting and collating  the data and 
questions need to be agreed on to achieve the desired indicator



In summary

• There is a trade-off between the number of indicators and the completion rate. 

• At this initial stage, it would be counter-productive to propose an all-
encompassing list of indicators for South Africa.

• A manageable set of indicators will result in a more complete data set with 
better quality

• There should also be some analytical value to the indicator.

• ICASA recognizes the importance of confidentiality and type of use of 
information to stakeholders, and will address this.

• Except for operator reported data , all data would be aggregated 

• We are looking forward to co-operating with all the stakeholders so that we 
can collect and validate  December 2014 and 2015 data and can publish a 
valuable ICT Trends Report by March 2016



Way Forward

 ICASA will contact ITU on definitions that are not clear

 Incomplete submissions from licensees
• ICASA will follow up with all licensees to ensure accurate data submissions.  Please 

expect a request for engagement by end of the week

 ICASA will provide clear and concise questionnaire with definitions to 
licensees by mid November 2015

 CRM system  - this will be piloted – please expect an invitation

 Please review presentation

 ICASA will give stakeholders two weeks to submit any questions for 
clarification and respond with a consolidated reply .

 Contact person: Kenny Mphahlele on kmphahlele@icasa.org.za
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